
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 20x20 yard grid (adjust size depending on 
age and ability)
Instructions: 
• 10 players have ball and 2 don’t.  Players 

without a ball try to win one back and keep 
hold of it. If a player loses a ball s/he must try 
and win it back or go after another. If a ball 
goes out of play, the last player to touch it loses 
the ball and a free player can go pick it up.

• After a pre determined amount of time. Coach 
blows his whistle and all players without a ball 
do a fun forfeit.

• Have more players begin without balls to 
increase intensity

-Play once through and then recap one or all the 
following Dribbling Moves 1, 2 and 3.
1-Drag Back
2-Inside Hook
3- Outside Hook

If players are struggling focus on 1 move only, if they 
are finding it easy have them execute with weaker 
foot.

When players become comfortable with turns, have 
them accelerate after each one.

Repeat game and encourage players to use  their 
favorite turn (s) to escape pressure.

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 20x20 yard grid. Players in pairs. 1 ball per 
pair
Instructions: 
• One player is ‘Tom’ and must stand at one side 

of the grid with her back to the ball (the 
cheese!). Her partner is ‘Jerry’ and stands at the 
opposite side of the grid in line with ‘Tom’.

• Upon coaches call Jerry must sneak up on Tom, 
steal the ball and dribble it back to their side of 
the grid.

• As Jerry first puts their foot on the ball they 
must tap Tom on the shoulder. Tom   can then 
turn to try and steal the ball back before Jerry 
reaches safety

• Play 3 times before switching roles.
• See who can score the most points!

Play the game a number of times with players using 
Dribbling moves 1, 2 and 3 to ‘steal the ball’
-Encourage acceleration after turn to escape 
pressure.
-Have stronger players use their weaker foot only.
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Topic: Turning with the Ball
Sub Topic: Dribbling
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Topic: Turning with the ball
Sub Topic: Dribbling
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 20x20 yard square with 4 small gates 
placed randomly around the area. Players work in 
pairs. 1 ball between 2 and plenty of extras on 
outside of the grid
Instructions: 
• One of the players starts as the attacker and the 

other is the defender.  All pairs are working at 
the same time, and the attacker is trying to 
dribble through as many gates as possible while 
maintaining possession.  If the ball is won by 
the defender, the ball is returned to the 
attacker.  After 1 minute, switch the roles of the 
players and play for another minute.  The player 
that goes through the most gates wins

Progression: On a turnover switch roles

Control of the ball
Lots of turns, tricks, changes of direction to fool the 
defender
Awareness of other players, gates and defender
Protect the ball and always keep body between 
defender and the ball when possible
Changes of pace to get away from defender

Duration: 15minutes
Set-up: 30x30 yard square with 1 goal on each side 
as shown. 3 teams of 4. 1 ball.
Instructions: 
• 1 team acts as GK’s, the other 2 teams compete 

against each other.
• Both teams can score in any of the goals. 
• If Goal is scored, Coach Kicks a new ball in to 

restart.
• Play for 5 minutes and then switch GK’s

Progression/Variation
-Team must score in all 4 goals to win the game

-Keep Head up
-Utilize whole space (spread out)
-Use of turns to surprise players/find the open goal.


